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In a dramatic rendition of the story of the Rich Man and Lazarus, author Randy Alcorn and artist

Javier Saltares take readers into the realm of first-century Jerusalem and then two very different

eternal realms. Eternity is a graphic novel.
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Full disclosure: I had a small part in making the graphic novel, writing the Hebrew characters for the

panel. I get no profit of any kind for its future sales. But I wanted to let you know that at every point

Randy wanted as authentic a representation as possible. We got the idea to emulate the sometimes

unique letters and forms found in the Dead Sea Scrolls. This of course approximates a first century

time, and also that Lazarus had some scribal training. As a former Hebrew teacher, I was of course

familiar with the Isaiah scrolls, having a photo facsimile in my library. I spent a few hours decoding

and practicing the script until it would naturally flow from my hand. Then, with coarse charcoal

pencils, would write the verses directily from Dead Sea Scrolls, referencing also the Leningrad

Codex for some word spelling issues (called B19a or L among scholars). For Hebrew students who

want the challenge, you should be able to decode the panels as meaningful Scripture, making

adjustments for some slight changes in the forms of some Hebrew letters.Five stars for a creative

storyline, that teaches Biblical truth. Five plus stars for the rugged characters drawn. The angels

really do look like tough soldiers, not some men who just spent a day at a beauty spa, with soft

hands and poofy hair. And of course all the stars in the sky for the Hebrew lettering ;)Though people



of all ages will have fun and learn from the novel, my personal project is to get it out there for teen

boys especially those who have a tough time reading conventional books. I have already put this

graphic novel in the hands of some unchurched teen boys, and they have literally enjoyed and

"fought" over who could read this book next (--yes, they are real boys fighting over just about

everything!).
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